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This book of photos and poems was created by a 29 year old in 1968, a year 
possibly more fraught with loss and impetus to change than 2020, though we 
are not done with it yet.

Having made the book he knew it was unpublishable. He had just needed to 
work out his ideas about possible relationships between the obsessive parts 
of his brain/body that made poems and the parts that made images. Who 
would publish a book by an all but unknown that was full of expensive to re-
produce photos, much less reproduce them well? Even Wright Morris, for ex-
ample, had difficulty publishing his photo/text books.

And so he sent the book to Bartelby’s Dead Letter Office.

Fifty two yeas later I am still probably in more ways than I realize that young 
man. But different, though sometimes I wish I still had his ear for the music of 
words and his playfulness. Occasionally I cringe a little at his takes on race 
and gender (a certain anxiety and exotification in both cases). But I usually 
like part of what he made of it in spite of all that. This occurred to me when I 
dug it out and dug in after decades of forgetfulness. 

And so in this new world where we have a sophisticated production facility 
on our desk I decided to resurrect it and share it electronically at least with 
friends. A tedious task in many ways. Old negatives gone missing. Surviving 
prints each needing hours, sometimes whole days of electronic scrubbing 
and tonal adjustment after scanning. In the process I was rewarded with an 
intimacy with each of the images and saw things in them I never saw before  
and that I don’t expect you will see. Unlike James Joyce who suggested you 
spend as much time with his books as he spent writing them I can’t insist 
you spend long hours gazing at my images!

An introduction to a young man and his work In spite of changes I’ve undergone I decided not to try to rewrite anything or 
substitute more recent images. I discarded a couple photographs not because 
of their content but because of their mediocrity and their redundancy.

The photos, most of which were taken in very dark places with long exposures 
necessitated, are a polar opposite to today’s hyper sharp and color (over) satu-
rated digital images we are now used to. Compensating for low light by “push-
ing” the emulsions sensitivity (by longer times in the developer) added grain and 
the long exposure time for hand held shots reduced sharpness. Take a look at 
Robert Frank’s “The Americans” to get a sense of the aesthetic I was embrac-
ing, and still do in some of my work. I didn’t try to change any of this in the digi-
tal images.

When I couldn’t stop myself from responding to something in the poems and 
starting a little dialogue with the 29 year old I did it by the addition of a little hai-
ku-like or 
tanka-like piece.

The problems in the electronic versions are manifold. First there is the issue of 
creating a very large PDF file in order to preserve quality in the photos. I may 
have to distribute a version for 27 inch “retinal” monitors that can only be prac-
tically distributed on disk. At the same time I will prepare a version that I hope 
will be viewable with some preservation of quality on retinal pads. Cell phone 
viewing won’t be possible.

Some day I would like to see a print version, but I doubt that it will ever happen.

I hope that people will enjoy opening this time capsule. Certainly for those of us 
who lived through it, 1968 with its assassinations, Black Power and FBI perse-
cution of Black Panther leaders has resonance in this year of the pandemic, au-
tocratic rule and Black Lives Matter. Perhaps some of the poems and images 
will encourage some synapses for these connections.
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Notes on relationship to original manuscript

The original was a looseleaf binder with facing pages inserted into old style fully 
tranparent sheets that had a black sheet between the back to back inserted items. In order 
to preserve the sometimes close relationships between poem and photo in the digital 
version facing pages have been turned into a single wide page.

Besides the elimination of a few redundant photos, a couple of photos have been 
rearranged. In the original, of course, no photo could spread across the two facing pages. I 
have taken advantage  a couple of times of the ability to do that here where the two 
facing pages have been combined into one.

Although I have tried to make the digitized photos close to the original prints (or negatives) 
which were scanned, there are some inevitable differences. In some cases I have been 
able to bring out tonal separations that are not so visable in the prints that were scanned, 
In other cases I was not able to preserve some details in the highlights.

The backcover photo collage is new.

The typewritten pages of the poems have been left exactly as they were with all their signs 
of aging. This will remind you that you are looking at a time capsule.

An arrow at the bottom of a text page indicates that the poem continues on the next page.

True Confessions  

After having “finished” the re-creation and written the 
preceding I did decide to make two changes to the 
photographs, one substitution and one addition.

The substitution is on page 30 where I found a stronger 
photo of our daughter Ruth than the one that had been there. 
Stonger in the sense of having, I thought, more human con-
tent than the one it replaced, which had more geometric 
structure.

The addition is on page 19. This was among the photos I had 
prepared to put in the book. Then I realized it wasn’t in the 
original, I don’t know why. Since I considered it one of the two 
strongest images from the series I did of the kids in The Hill 
district of Pittsburgh I had to include it. Sometimes you have 
to live with a photo for a long time to come to value it.
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Fifty two years and I see
he is what we call white
and has loaned her his jacket,
actually white.

2020
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She  asked, You black power?
I thought a moment too long,
then said firmly, Yes.

2020
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“A pretty Babe all burning bright
did in the air appear.”
      Robert Southwell S,J. 1595
“Burn, baby, burn!”
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Word drunk he said “spasm”
We look back through smoke and hope
that he meant “revolt”

20202020

2020
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“You’re having my baby”
hated that possessive pronoun
and damn I did it too.

2020
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To open in sun
sometimes  in heavy rain
tulips must close

2020
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This picture is a fist
I feel it is a thing
Siskin had cut out of my quivering chest--
out  of my huge furred stomach,
It is a fist. It is a face
In the mirror I no longer watch,
and its light flecks have now the glint of tears
I have never wept
out of the tender, bald knuckles of my eyes.

from On A Photograph by Aaron Siskind
   by JOHN LOGAN

In memory  of John Logan
who pointed a way
laced with honest criticism
to a young writer.

To Georgiana,
then as now an assurance
that I am somehow the same
as she changed along with me.

To the children of The Hill,
may they have remained
as open and as strong
as they were then.
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Bill Jungels

I  grew up in Chicago and then as a student or teacher lived in 
South Bend, Baltimore. rural Minnesota, Pittsburgh and finally 
Buffalo. This book was created in Pittsburgh.

Though I still write and have begun another photo/text book, I 
have devoted most of my energies since 1985 to documentary, 
primarily in Latin America, mostly in Mexico and mostly around 
social justice issues. The latest are Broken Branches, Fallen 
Fruit/Ramas rotas, frutas caidas and Maya Faces in a Smoking 
Mirror/Caras mayas en un espejo humeante.

The former centers on Maya immigration to the USA from the 
point of view of the migrants families in Chiapas, Southern Mex-
ico. The latter focuses on Young Maya men and women strug-
gling to preserve Maya identity and to resist, faced with the  
“smoking mirror” of a dominating culture that tries to commodify 
everything. Maya Faces can now be streamed for free on 
YouTube.

My website features Writing, Photography and Photo Essays and 
more.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uzB2YxSsTe4
http://billjungelsworks.net


Index of poems and photos 

Page Left Right

4 Sit at the edge Judith with eye of the sun

5   cont. Dandelion ash

6 Possibility Possibility cont.

7 Possibility cont. One beautiful beer

8 White Tower

9 La nature est Circled 

10 Pretty weeds Grass with dunes

11 Violins Sitting here

12 Sitting here cont. Mark with Grass

13 While we’re here Stephen tracing leaf shadows

14 Aaron with crab

15 The Hill, Pittsburgh, Man

16 Dark man Worker in mirror

17 Black power hand? Black Power Hand

18 To get there Love letter couple

19 You Black Power? Woman & young man  in win-
dow

20 Burn, Child I Kids in Hill tenement windows

21 Burn, Child II CLEARANCE SALE

Page Left Right

22 Burn, Child III Kid  in window

23 Burn, Child IV Young couple

24 Burn, Child V Piano child

25 Bubble gum kids Boy number 12

26 Woman with baby

27 Monolith Pregnant nude

28 You’d think that time Judith with lamp

29 Longing goodbye

30 Ruth discovers herself
in a mirror

Woman on rail station bench

31 Womans Room Girl in White

32 Telephone booth Museum stairway

33 Woman at museum Station news booth

34 Cleaning woman Therese in window

35 Judith with lamp, again

36 Some scenes Boarding platform

37 Small girl Girl on rail station bench

38 Trips to Kresges Man eating in rail station

39 Man hand to head
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Page Left Right

40 Two tendernesses Helfer’s Jewelers

41 Wait Game Room

42 Bus Stop Waiting in rain

43 An expert at letting go Woman & kids in truckbed 

44 At Key West SC on the train

45 What does the light Old reader in light shaft

46 Reader in sidewalk At what controls?

47 Hat in hand at Gimbels

48 Close reader Asleep in the park

49 Inching of the blade Killed by a window

50 Inching of the blade cont. Through the window

51 Paradise Gate

52 Close your eyes

53 Remembrance and dedications
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